
Blocked drains not only cause major inconvenience, they usually happen at the 
worst possible times. 

Blocked drains also present a hazard that can be harmful to health. Therefore, if you 
have a blocked drain it needs clearing fast. Johnson's Gutters and Drains can do this 
for you.

Whilst not completely preventable as there can be circumstances outside your 
control that can cause a blocked drain, for example, the actions of others, there are 
some basic steps that can be taken to prevent some of the causes of blocked drains.

Top Tips to avoiding a blocked drain

The �rst sign of a blocked drain is usually the smell or waste coming up from a manhole or drain cover. Regular 
inspection could warn you that a drain is blocked and early detection could save a lot of money and a lot less 
mess.

Our top tips are:

Regularly check manholes and drain covers to see if drain’s are running freely, if not this could be the start of 
a drain blocking and could become completely blocked in the near future. 

Do not put cooking fats, oils or any greasy materials down sinks or plugholes. Fats and oils congeal in the 
drain reducing the pipes diameter and �ow rate and will ultimately lead to a blocked drain if not cleared. 

Do not �ush nappies, cotton buds, sanitary towels or baby wipes down toilets as this will block the drain. 

Only use recommended amounts of washing powder for that load as washing powder will solidify in the drain 
and cause it to block.

Don't leave food waste on plates and cutlery when loading the dishwasher. This will be �ushed into drains 
causing a build up and ultimately a blocked drain.

Use drain guards to cover gullys and drain aways, preventing leaves and garden materials falling in and      
causing blockages. 

Ensure guttering and down pipes are kept clear of debris including leaves. This will cause a blockage if 
washed into the drain. 

Kids will be kids! Try to avoid the children putting foreign objects down toilets. 

GOT A BLOCKED DRAIN?
CALL JOHNSON’S GUTTERS AND DRAINS TODAY - NO CALL OUT CHARGE


